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The paper re-visits the motivation of DES, and then touches on its diusion
in CFD codes grid concerns including both users' mis-conceptions and actual
DES issues the use of DES as a pure LES with wall modeling and possible
long-term improvements.

1 Introduction
The DES approach to high-Reynolds-number separated ows is seven years
old 1], although the rst true results appeared only ve years ago 2]. Its
best description is in 3], and a broader review in 4]. The central motivation
is the observation that Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) is powerful in regions
of massive separation and other free shear ows such as jets, but much too
costly in the large areas of thin boundary layers (BL's) which cover aircraft
and vehicles. Therefore, aordable CFD approaches need to treat these with
Reynolds-Averaged modeling. No theoretical rebuttal has been made by LES
proponents of this pessimistic statement, which has had an inuence at least
in Europe. Even as a \grand challenge" and with generous assumptions, the
estimated readiness date of pure LES for a wing remains at the year 2045.
On the other hand, progress in Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
models outside thin shear ows has remained very modest, whether in terms
of the numerical practicality of the models, or their accuracy. The two dominant models are 12 years old. This eld being idea-limited, a \readiness date"
cannot be projected. The pessimistic view is that a general RANS model with
certain engineering accuracy is out of reach of human intelligence. However,
keeping the other sources of error in CFD below engineering accuracy will
never be certain either, considering the users' training and their need for rapid
answers. In any case, RANS has its place, especially for attached ows which
place low demands both on the models' physics and the users' competence.
The LES cost estimates of 1997 1] can be confronted with recent ndings.
Even forceful studies such as LESFOIL found that in 2002 the limit on the
spanwise domain size for LES of an airfoil was near 1% of its chord 5, 6]
which is insucient when the BL thickness exceeds 8%. Over the trailing
edge, even the best Reynolds stresses were not very close to experiment. Now,
extrapolating to the wing considered in 1, 4], its turbulent domain is 2,000
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times larger, and the time interval much longer. Since the ONERA LES used
6 million points per side of the airfoil and per % of chord, without a turbulent
leading edge or lower surface, the extrapolation to a wing leads to well over
1010 points, which is consistent with the estimate of 1011 in 4]. Recall that it
is a weak function of Reynolds number (because under the assumptions made
for wall modeling, only the slow thinning of the BL inuences the cost).
The very resilient issues with LES and RANS led to a consensus in many
circles that RANS/LES hybrid methods are the only ones with a chance in
external separated ows, and to the creation of other hybrids, in particular
LNS and SAS 7, 8].
These other, more recent hybrids have not yet spread outside the groups
that created them but DES has, and is oered in vendor CFD codes including Cobalt, CFD++, STAR-CD, Acusolve and Fluent 9, 10]. Their capability to resolve \LES content", with short waves and high frequencies,
needs to be veri ed Cobalt results have been impressive. It is not clear what
proportion of users can make an accurate use of DES, because signi cant
additional decisions must be made for the grid and time step, relative to
RANS CFD, and a substantial increase in cost must be accepted. It appears
that the vendors provide publications and consultation to new DES users,
rather than comprehensive sets of instructions. A manual for DES grid design
is found at http://techreports.larc.nasa.gov/ltrs/PDF/2001/cr/NASA-2001cr211032.pdf. However, no manual can be a substitute for the combination of
experience, intuition for separation and turbulence, and eort in visualizing
solutions. Also essential is a willingness to apply grid re nement, and to admit
that CFD is not yet able to produce an accurate solution when the problem
is simply too challenging. Examples would be: an aircraft with Active Flow
Control through a tiny suction slot a complete car and a prediction of noise
over the entire audible range. Yet, these tasks are in high demand.

2 Grid Issues
2.1 Expectations for grid count
In some studies, DES is compared with LES on the same ow, and is expected
to provide similar accuracy on a coarser grid than LES. This is most often incorrect. If a pure LES is possible, the ow cannot contain extended turbulent
BL's. The BL's, probably, are simply laminar, so that DES does not provide
its fundamental additional capability over LES. The diculty resides in the
region of massive separation, and there is no reason why DES would accept a
coarser grid than LES does. The DES SGS model is one among many plausible ones. Therefore, it is fair to compare DES and LES on the same grid, and
to count that DES can also treat the ow at high Reynolds numbers with
turbulent BL's, without a dramatic reduction of the grid spacing 3].
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Another error is apparent in some LES studies of ows with turbulent
BL's. These used pure SGS models such as Smagorinsky's or its dynamic
derivative in those BL's, with grids much too coarse to resolve the BL eddies.
Such simulations are, eectively, DES with an inappropriate RANS model,
one which has no credentials to simulate an entire BL. The eddy viscosity is,
furthermore, grid-dependent even in the attached BL, which would result in
a continued drift of the separation point if the grid were re ned.
Grid re nement in unsteady three-dimensional simulations is very demanding. A re nement that doubles the total number of points is questionable. An unquestionable re nement consists in doubling the number of points
in every direction, and the number of time steps. This raises the cost bypa
factor of 16, and is rarely achieved. A fair compromise is to use a factor of 2
in each direction, especially if this is done twice 3]. With second-order numerics and a given equation, such a re nement reduces the error by half. The
situation in DES and LES is not as simple, because the dierential equation
depends on the grid spacing, and the order of accuracy depends on which
quantity is considered. Nevertheless, if p
an LES were grossly under-resolved,
it is very unlikely that a re nement by 2 would fail to reveal it.
Re ning the grid in only one or two directions is not consistent, unless the
coarse run has given strong evidence that only these directions were underresolved. In 11], the spanwise grid spacing z around a cylinder was left
the same while the x-y grid was re ned. Furthermore, z was already larger
than the x-y spacings in the sensitive region, so that the capability to resolve
eddies was unchanged. The re nement was illusory. In contrast, Morton et
al. applied systematic re nement via a parameter in the grid generation 10].
The common approach is to learn about the ow from simulations pon
relatively coarse grids and to generate grids that are ner by the factor 2
in the more sensitive regions, but not everywhere 3]. The grid is optimized,
p
based on ow visualizations. The grid count does not quite rise by p 8 but,
in the user's judgment, the quality of the resolution did improve by 2. The
neatest package would come from re-running the coarse simulation on a grid
obtained by uniformly de-re ning the optimized ne grid.

2.2 Grey Area, Ambiguous Grids and \Grid-Induced Separation"
Concurrently with its encouraging results on airfoils, thin wings, and cylinders, weaknesses of DES were discovered, notably by Caruelle, Deck, and
Menter 12, 13]. It was always recognized that the location of separation will
always be controlled by the RANS model, so that perfection is not expected,
no matter how ne the grid. The primary new concern is that, starting from
a valid RANS solution (Type I in g.1), gradually re ning the grid alters
the solution in obscure ways. In the extreme, it leads to a serious problem,
called \Grid-Induced Separation" (GIS) by Menter 13]. It was not anticipated in 1] that simulations would encounter this with grids intended for
the RANS mode, but the evidence is here. The reduced grid spacing begins
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DES grids in a boundary layer. Top, Type I, natural DES left, Type II,
ambiguous spacing right, Type III, LES. See x2.2 and 3. - - -, mean velocity. is
BL thickness. Assume z x.

Fig. 1.

to lower the eddy viscosity, in the direction of LES, but not enough to allow
\LES content" (eddies) to develop. The grid is \ambiguous" (Type II) and
the DES equations fail to recognize that pure RANS behavior was intended.
The solution then is essentially a RANS with too weak an eddy viscosity the
strongest symptom is premature separation. Furthermore, DES fails to give
much of a signal of this failure. Sometimes, GIS results from re ning the grid
to a spacing that is un-necessarily ne, and regions in which the wall-parallel
spacing is very ne in both directions cannot be extensive, simply because
the grid count would be extremely large. For instance, an ecient grid adaptation at the foot of a shock wave would re ne the spacing only normal to the
shock, and therefore not cause GIS. In that sense, two-dimensional exercises
as in 13] over-state the GIS issue. DES, of course, is never two-dimensional.
Nevertheless, the ideal hybrid method would never produce GIS, even with
substantial thickening of the BL. Some eort was applied against GIS but
without much success, at least if the modi cations are required to preserve
the simplicity of the DES equations and avoid zonal divisions.
A related danger is that such an un-intended drop of eddy viscosity can
fortuitously improve these near-RANS predictions, because turbulence models fail somewhat more often by producing an excess than a de cit of eddy
viscosity. See, for instance, the dierence between Menter's BSL and SST
models: SST is the favorite, and always returns a lower eddy viscosity and
therefore earlier separation. Also observe that all simple models produce far
too much eddy viscosity inside vortices. It is much preferable not to attribute
to DES an improvement which is not deserved, and would overshoot if the
grid were re ned further (but still short of LES mode).
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Possible grid arrangements in a BL. Upper frames, side views lower frames,
top views. Left frames, structured grids right frames, regular prisms or tetrahedra.

Fig. 2.

2.3 Denition of

in unstructured grids

The length scale  controls the eddy viscosity in the LES regions. The definition of DES 1] included  max(x y z ), for structured grids. A
clear statement for unstructured grids is essential now that such codes are
running DES. Figure 2 illustrates the challenge in a BL. The cell names are
placed at the cell centroids. The target for  is 0 , at least at rst sight.
This is natural in the structured hexahedral grids on the left, where the distances taken will be from  to  and from A to B, for instance. On the right,
the grids are regular, but considered as unstructured. A common grid type
is with prisms, which look like the upper-left frame from the side, and the
lower-right frame from the top. Considering cell 0, the natural procedure will
be to calculate the distance
p only to 1-3, the cells which share a face with 0.
Then,  will be only 0 5=3, or about 0:750. If cells that share ponly a
corner are included, cells 4-7 give 0 , but cells
p 10-11 drive  to 0 20=3,
which is much larger. The cell diameter is 20 (or a little more, because
of the cell thickness in 3D). For consistency with the cubic cells of the 3D
simulations
used to set the value of CDES , the diameter
p would be divided by
p
3. Therefore, the diameter measure nally gives 2=30 , which appears
satisfactory.
A more subtle question is: what is the legitimate value for  in this prism
grid? It has twice the degrees pof freedom of the hexahedral grid, but is the
eective resolution better by 2? The diameter of the cells is a plausible
measure, since it is the longest distance over which some derivative of the
function is assumed to be uniform in the re-construction scheme. The diameter of the triangles is the same as that of the squares. On the other hand, the
average distance to the points (1-3) used to calculate the gradient is also a
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plausible measure, and is not far from 0 = 2. In the end, the eect is weak
for prisms, and CDES has never been a sensitive constant.
The eect could be stronger for other cell shapes, such as tetrahedra, and
arrangements. These will not be analyzed here, but code writers should be
aware. In no situation should the scale  reduce to a distance similar to that
from a to g p
in the upper-right frame. In general, using for  the cell diameter,
divided by 3, appears to be the safest approach.

3 Use of DES as a pure LES
3.1 Analysis of the channel- ow DES study by Nikitin

et al.

The paper, NNWSS in short, addressed the simplest of candidates for LES
among wall-bounded ows 14]. The objective was to understand the behavior
of DES in a thick BL with a grid ne enough for LES mode inside it (Type
III). This is an \un-natural" use of DES, but some geometries will impose
it, and it also is the only possible solution to the issue that no RANS model
will ever give a perfect prediction of separation and reattachment. This type
of DES can also be viewed as an LES with \wall modeling". This makes it
a candidate for atmospheric BL simulations, for instance it has unlimited
Reynolds-number capability, and the S-A model can treat rough surfaces.
In the NNWSS work, DES functioned as expected, as an unsteady RANS
very near the wall and an LES in the center of the channel. This has not
been achieved by other RANS-LES hybrids, nor by SAS 8]. The velocity
pro les revealed the expected \modeled log layer" very near the wall, and
\resolved log layer" part-way up the BL. These two layers matched in slope
(the Karman constant ), but not in level (the intercept C ). Some observers
took this as a substantial failure of DES, thus failing to appreciate several
crucial aspects of that work.
The study was conducted under very tight constraints. The formulas of
DES were used without any adjustments for this new r^ole, and t in a small
space simplicity and clarity are tangible advantages for any model, as conrmed by the agreement between three dierent codes. The grids had identical spacings in the wall-parallel directions, therefore indierent to the ow
direction the spacing strategy in the wall-normal direction was systematic.
A Reynolds number Re of 80,000, far out of reach of DNS, was reached on
modest computers. Substantial grid re nement was conducted, and simply
lowered the RANS/LES interface without disturbing either of the log layers.
This should be compared with the countless channel \LES" studies which
hardly exceed the Reynolds numbers accessible to DNS, even with massive
computing resources, or to the studies that involve highly complex sub-gridscale (SGS) and wall models, or two zones. These would be dicult to extend to general geometries often, they are not even clearly de ned in the
publication. They contain numerous disposable constants. The height of this
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practice is when the Karman \constant" used in the model is subjected to
large variations. Not only is this against any theory, but it would destroy
the accuracy at high Reynolds numbers. In most of the studies NNWSS can
be compared with, grids are ner in the spanwise direction than in the ow
direction, which is practical only in the simplest of ows. Some SGS models
have stability problems, and require averaging in the wall-parallel or other
homogeneous directions this is inconsistent with the idea that a dynamic
model responds to local conditions better than an algebraic model such as
Smagorinsky's. It also makes them far from ready for non-trivial geometries.
NNWSS had no such issues. DES provides a dynamic SGS model, in a sense,
but makes no claims that it has better physics than an algebraic model
simply, it is done to unify the LES treatment with the RANS treatment.
A full and simple solution to the log-layer mismatch in DES has not
been found, and ow visualizations examined after the paper went to press
were disappointing in that the near-wall structures were much weaker and
more elongated than expected 15]. An expedient solution is to re-set the
resolved log layer by osetting the modeled log layer this is achieved by
changing the cv1 constant of the S-A model from 7.1 to 4 14], and restores
the skin-friction coecient Cf to a correct level, from a level that is about
15% too low. Piomelli et al. addressed the deeper problem by intensifying
the resolved turbulence with random forcing, applying a \backscatter model"
15]. Unfortunately, this requires explicit intervention and extra parameters,
which is a serious obstacle to routine use. The method loses its readiness for
general geometries and grids, and the user burden is higher.

3.2 Switch from RANS to LES mode within an attached
boundary layer
RANS is best where the BL is thinnest while, at least in a research exercise such as LESFOIL, LES could be the nal answer to separation prediction. This is because it would reduce the r^ole of empiricism, increasingly as
the grid is re ned. DES allows LES to be initiated after the BL has transitioned and thickened suciently, but well before separation. This would
make a \DESFOIL" very competitive, although delicate it must not allow
any ambiguous-grid situation, and LES content must be created deliberately.
An abrupt change in grid spacing near 35% chord, from Type I to Type III,
will prevent GIS, and the challenge is to generate mature LES content within
as short a space as possible. There is a single solution eld, only with special
measures locally to \trip" the BL. It is known that raw random numbers do
not meet this challenge: the \turbulence" takes many BL thicknesses to recover. A very useful alternative is the recycling method of Lund et al 16]. It
has been very eective for BL's without pressure gradient, and can be greatly
simpli ed its extension to pressure gradients appears manageable in 2D.
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4 Long-term improvements
4.1 Optimization of the RANS model
The remaining r^ole of the model is in BL's, and shallow separation bubbles.
This motivated the introduction of the SST model in DES 17], but there
would be no sense in going beyond two equations. The essence of DES is
to employ simple RANS models, tuned for thin shear layers. It would be
logical to re-calibrate the model for these ows only, ignoring the free shear
ows which normally are in LES mode. This would give the same number
of adjustable parameters for a smaller class of ows. The obstacle is that
achieving a level of accuracy that is conclusively superior will require excellent
accuracy in experiment and calculations for a large number of ows. Recent
ndings on wind-tunnel wall eects, for instance, are poor omens of this 18].
Also note how the value of the Karman constant has been challenged by
recent experiments, so that the accepted range of 0:40 0:41] has given way
to 0:38 0:436], which is wide. This is the most fundamental of constants in
a BL model, so that perfection for a RANS model, even in BL's only, is as
elusive as ever.

4.2 Solution to ambiguous grids
A proposal derives from the observation that GIS occurs in RANS-type grids
that still have BL character, that is, shallow cells ( gure 1). The DES lengthscale limiter starts controlling d~ when  is less than d=0:65, whereas the
wall-normal spacing n is usually less than d=10. Therefore, there is a range
of situations for which the cell aspect ratio AR could be a tool.  would
be multiplied by a function of AR that equals 1 for AR near 1, so that it is
passive in normal LES grids, and exceeds 1 for higher values of AR. There are
concerns over regions away from the wall where the grid may have high aspect
ratio, either fortuitously or because of adaptation to a thin ow feature. It was
tested with only moderate success by J. Forsythe (personal communication,
2003), who will at this meeting present an alternate proposal, based on a
function of d and CDES  that is not simply their minimum, but instead
overshoots CDES  when they are nearly equal. This must be viewed as a
partial solution, just like the use of AR, because it contains a parameter that
limits by how much d~ can exceed CDES . Therefore, further re nement will
defeat them, unless the user explores the solution and raises the limit again,
which is somewhat against the spirit of DES.
Menter et al. use the F2 function to disable the limiter inside a BL, for
the SST version of DES 13]. Only sudden separation can drive the length
scale 2k3=2 = small enough, relative to the wall distance d, for LES mode to
begin. This approach favors the RANS mode of DES. It seems to increase
the possibilities for multiple solutions. A version for S-A with F2 (r) will be
tested.
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4.3 Other challenges
Automatic grid adaptation is a major goal for industrial CFD codes. Adaptation in steady solutions is taking a more mathematical turn, with adjoint
methods in particular, and emphasizes anisotropic re nement to shear layers
and shock waves. Adaptation in DES has started, but is isotropic away from
walls and remains more empirical, typically being based on mean vorticity
19].
Another legitimate need of engineering practice is error estimation. The
drag of an airliner does not need to be known \as closely as possible" it
needs to be known to better than 1%. Scienti c journals also ask for the
numerical uncertainty to be \accurately quanti ed", and a true answer is
usually impossible. This is already very dicult for the numerical errors,
more dicult for the LES errors, and near-impossible for the RANS errors.
Numerical errors may eventually be estimated from a single solution. LES
errors can be scoped by vigorous grid re nement. RANS errors can be scoped
by switching models, but not reliably. It is possible for a new ow type to
make all the models err in the same direction, so that a test between models
is not instructive. The free vortex seems to be a clear example of that. In all
cases, real-life geometries with a very dierent level of sensitivity in dierent
regions pose much more dicult problems than simple geometries.

5 Summary
DES has been rather successful and well-understood, and has not required
any essential modi cation since its creation in 1997. However, perfection is
not expected from any method in an endeavor as complex as the numerical
prediction of turbulence, especially since the numerical power at the engineers' disposal remains marginal for many \real-life" problems, and utterly
insucient for the rest. Therefore, RANS-LES hybrids will be helpful for
many years, but user training and judgment will be essential as will experience sharing via publications. Not only is the approach imperfect, but it
can be mis-used in that sense, robustness almost becomes a liability. Fully
solving the issue of ambiguous grids is a priority, but has proven to be a resilient diculty. The RANS component also may be improved, with the usual
emphasis on separation. Another welcome change would be a numerically ecient system to control laminar regions a magni cent one would be to predict
transition, within the Navier-Stokes solution and even in unstructured grids.
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